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Abstract. Since the equations of global mean flow and mean temperature (averagestaken
over a period of a year, say) are very complexin form when expressedin sphericalpolar coordinates,a limited problem is first considered:given the mean temperature and density distributions, we attempt to solve the residual velocity distribution equations. The Reynolds
stresscomponent associatedwith the meridional flow of zonal velocity is a crucial factor, and,
as a first approximation, it is taken to depend linearly on 9, the earth's angular velocity, and on
the meridional mean temperature gradient. A series solution for the velocity distribution is
then obtained in terms of ascendingpowers of •, and the meridional component series is used
to explore the crucial influence of the Reynolds stress components on the structure of the
meridional

cellular

circulation.

describing the turbulence effects are of course
very complexin form; in a first approach, only
the nonlinear term involving the square of the
zonal velocity is includedand a boundary-layer
form of approximation is employed, so that
vertical gradients of velocity are retained and
meridional gradients of velocity neglected.At
flow are chaotic, but when mean values are this stage in developinga techniquefor solving
taken over periods of 6 months or a year a the equations of motion in spherical polar
regularmeanflow pattern is revealed.To describe coordinatesit is also found necessaryto neglect
this process quantitatively the equations of P*/Po by comparison
with unity in terms inmotion and of heat transfer, expressedin spheri- volving(1 -}- P,/Po), wherep0 is somesuitable
cal polar coordinates, are averaged over a referencedensityand p, the deviationof density
suitable period of time by means of the usual from this value. The eddy viscositytechnique,
Reynolds technique, the resulting equations used successfullyin certain aspects of microrepresentinga mean flow associatedwith aver- meteorologyand in aerodynamic studies of a
aged temperature and heating distributions turbulent boundarylayer, is also employedhere
appropriate for a 1-year or 6-month period; to expressthe Reynoldsstresses,associatedwith
the averagingprocessis also carried out around vertical transport of zonal and meridional
each latitude circle, although ultimately it is velocity, in terms of mean velocity gradients,
believed to be not beyond the scopeof mathe- the numericalvaluesusedfor the eddy viscosity
matical analysis, with the aid of electronic coefficients being extracted from available
computation,to incorporatea longitudinaleffect observationalresults. The Reynolds stresscomdue to the difference in flow over continent and
ponent associatedwith meridional flow of zonal
sea.
velocity must be a crucial factor; we suggest
The nonlinear inertia terms and the terms
that it is primarily thermallydriven, and, as a
first approximation,we take it to dependlinearly
ß Based on a paper presentedat the International on [2, the earth's angular velocity, and on the
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbumeridional mean temperature gradient. A solulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored tion of the full feedback atmosphericproblem
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysicsand the International Union of Theoretical (describedby simultaneousmean velocity and
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-0, 1061, heat transfer equations) for a given input of
solar heating has not been attempted here, but a
in Marseilles, Frazee.

1. Introduction. In this paperthe atmosphere
is thought of as a rotating, thin, sphericalshell
of air in a turbulent flow, whose energy is
derived from the sun's heating, dominant
parametersbeing the mean temperature difference betweenequator and pole and the earth's
angular velocity. The day-to-day changesin
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limited aspectis consideredinstead. Convenient wewritefor the solidrotationflowV = V0 = 0,
empiricalexpressions
for the averageddensity U = U0 = 9r sin O, W
and temperature distributions are substituted p = p0. The equationsdescribingthe uniform
into the mean flow equationsto test various rotation then become
hypotheses
by checkingwhetherthe ensuing
equations,whenthey are solved,yield a reason--r•2sin
20= _10p___•o
_ g, (5)
po Or
ably realisticdescription
of the flow.In this way
a base can be established from which we can

and

developmoreincisivemodelsinvolvingsolutions
of the thermodynamic
equationalso.
2. The •ormulation
o• equations
describing
the

--rfff cos0sin0 =

1 Opo

po,'oo (6)

generalcirculation. Taking r and O to denote

distancefrom the centerof the sphericalshell andwritingV = v, U = f•r sin 0 q- u, W = w,
of air and colatitude respectively,denoting p = p0 q- p,, p = p0 q- p,, the equationsof
meridional,zonal, and vertical velocity com- flowrelativeto the rotatingearth become
ponentsby V, U, W, pressure
by p, densityby
•+

p, and gravitational attraction on unit mass

po 7/

nearthe earth'ssurfaceby g', and neglecting
all
viscousstresses,since Reynoldseddy stresses
are very much larger, the equationsof zonally
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and the equationof continuitybecomes

(3)

•.

for verticalflow,and the associated
equationof r Or

?w 1 q-P--*po

continuity is
Op

rsin000 sin0v1 q- po

o

0'-•
-Jr1-5
•rr(or•W)
q_r sin
1 0O0
o (psinOV)= 0

= 0 (10)

We now substitute,into equations
7, 8, 9,
and10, u= aq- u',v= Sq- v',w= •vq- w',

(4)

It is convenient to treat the motion as a basic

where a, 9, • denote mean values over time

periodslongenoughfor u' = v' = w' = 0, and
it is assumedthat these mean values are inde-

solidrotationflow,with the angularvelocity•2 pendentof successive
averaging
periodsandthat
of the earth and uniformtemperature,
together eddyfl•etuationsof p, do not contribute
sigwith a flow relativeto the rotatingearth, and nificantly
to theensuing
Reynolds
stress
system.
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a and ½ written for u and w, and equation 7
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The meridionMgradient of u'v' is retained in
equation 14, as it is this stresscomponentthat
and two similar equationsare obtained for the assistsin driving angular momentum from low
mean flow in the zonal and vertical directions; to high latitudes. It must be thermally driven
they are seento incorporatea complexReynolds by the temperature differencebetween equator
stresssystem,but many componentsare probably and pole, and it plays a crucial part in the
very small and negligible.
circulation. In various aspects of microme3. The mathematicalapproximations,physical teorologyand aerodynamicsthe eddy viscosity
assumptions,and boundary conditions used in formulation has been successfullyemployed in
[ormulatingthe model. To make the systemof constructinga descriptionof turbulent boundary
mean motion equations mathematically tract- layers: the work of Phillips [1956], employing
able two basicapproximationsare made: (1) Since Cartesian coordinates,also suggeststhat it may
the ratio of (tropospheric
thickness)/(radiusof be used in formulating a general circulation
the earth) is very small, the usual boundary- model.We write then, for u'w• and Ww•, the
layer approximationis made, and consequently relations
verticalgradientsof velocity are retained, meridv'w' = -- K,•,(O•/Or)
(16)
ionM gradientsof velocity are neglected,shearing
and
types of eddy stressesare assumed dominant,

and certainterms involving1/r are neglected.
(2) p,/p0, a functionof r and 0, is neglectedby

!

!

uw = -

(17)

comparisonwith 1; taking po at a reference where Kin, is associatedwith vertical mixing of
point on the surface,it is found that p,/po mcridionalvelocity and Kz, with vertical mixing
varies between zero and about 2/5 at the of zonal velocity. As a first approximation,
tropopause,and sothe error involvedis probably and Kz, are assumed to be independent of
small but increasesas the tropopause is ap- position,and u•v• is assumedto dependlinearly
proached. The continuity equation 10 becomes on 9 and on the meridional mean temperature

gradient$T/r • 0; and we write

1•Or0 (r.O½)
q_r sin1 0 O00 (sin
Off)
=0

r

and the equationsof mean motion become

(12)

=

oo)

Since the gradient of mean temperature is from
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equator to pole, u'v' is negative everywhere, that northernandsouthern
hemispheric
distribui.e., toward the pole, and is consequently
in the tionscoincide,but the analysiscanbe extended
correct direction. Phillips [1956] finds that to apply to northernmean winter conditions,
magnitudes of about 109 ½m see units for
say, and southernmeansummerconditions,
or
and K. lead to realistic circulations,whereas vice versa,by includingseveralmoreLegendrethe work of Tucker[1960]in analyzingobserved type terms,but in a first approachsymmetry
velocity values suggestsnumerical values of about the equator is assumed.To obtain a
about 106 cm' set-x for K.. We find that values reasonably
representative
densityformula,equaof about 109 for K,• and about 106 for K, lead tion 20 is used together with the pressure
to fairly realistic calculatedmeridional circula- equation
tions.A meanvalue for (k•2)in (18) is calculated

to be about 10• cm sec øC units by dividing
p = Po exp
valuesof (u'v'), deducedby Tucker, by the
meridional gradient of mean temperature. and the equationof state
(During the symposiumdiscussion,
however,it
p = pRT
becameclear that the model can be improved
by allowingk to vary with •' so that the effect whereR is the gasconstant,
to obtaina working
of meridionaltemperaturegradientvaryingwith densityexpression
in the form
•' can be incorporated.We note also that the
observedvalues of (u'v') could not be used

directly, as they must dependon •2, and we
considera solutionin powersof •2.)
A convenientempiricalformulais nowrequired

for p./p9 and T•T9. The actualheightof the
tropopause varies from about 15 km at the

equatorto about10 km at the pole,and,although
we hopeto extendthe analysisto this practical
case, we have assumedin our model that the

P,/Po = ao+ bo(•'- «•.2)

+ P2(cos
O){a2+ b2(•'-- «•':)}

2•2h
sin0•-•-- 2•2h !

heightis independent
of latitude. The analysis
is then convenientlyexpressedin terms of the
variable•' definedby

r-

a(1 + •'•)

(19)

wherea denotesthe earth'sradiusand! -- h/a,
h being the height of the troposphere,so that
the valueof •' liesbetween0 and I in the troposphere.A reasonablygoodempiricalmeanannual
•emperature formula (giving a zero vertical
temperature gradient at the tropopause) is

(21)

Substituting
equations
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and
21 into 13, 14, and 15, and eliminatingpressure
betweenequations13 and 15, we obtain

I

cos
0

+

+

O0•• + (1+ •'----•
0-•- (1+

found to be

= Ao+

+

0){A: +

where P• (cos O) is a Legendrefunction and T•
a convenient reference temperature; higher
powersin the •' polynomialsrenderthe ensuing
analysis unmanageableby a desk calculating
machine. The numerical values of the coefficients

a(1
-+i'/)•2h
sin'
0•00po

are chosento obtain a reasonablygood fit to The parameter! is very small (about 1/290),
the availablemeanannualtemperaturedistribu- and the verticalvelocity0 is muchsmallerthan
tion for the northern hemisphere.It is assumed a or 0; thesefactorsenableus to neglectmany
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of the terms in (22) and retain only the main
terms within the various brackets. We obtain,
after integrationwith respectto •,

coursewell established,
and again the simplest
assumptionhas been taken, that Reynolds
stresses
are zero at the tropopause.

0•.2
-•-2R=.
cos
0a

includingnonlinear terms. Considerationof the
magnitude of the various nonlinear terms in
equation 23, using observedvalues, showsthat

4. A solutionof theequations
of meanmotion,

h( 0• 0•

)

the term involving(a)• is easilydominant,except
in very low latitudes,and is of the sameorder of
magnitudeas the Coriolisterm, and in equation

=g'•A•(cos
0)•a•
+5•(•
•
•s)• a
•K=.sin0cos0
K•.

24 all the nonlinear terms are much smaller than

dO

X { bo+ baPa(cos
O)}(•-- •)

the Coriolisterm. Consequently,
to estimatethe
influence of the nonlinear terms on the form of

+ F(O) (23)

whereR•. = 9ha/K•.

K• -

Si•larly, the zonal equation14 becomes

O••

k a•K,, ] O0•

whereX = k•/•,

solution,we retain only the term involving •.
The parameter Rm. is nondimensional,and it is
convenientto write • = K•u, 0 = K•v, where

and •,

g'h•/K,.. and has the dimensionsof

velocity; u and v are then nondimensional.
Equations 23 and 24 become

0• + 2Rcos
Ou
q-\K,•,"] cot0

= •hz/K,. Equa-

= --!•0Pc(cos
O){a:•r
--1b:•(r
--«•)}

tions 23 and • form the basic equations of
motion to be solved: they representa balance
betweenthe Coilohsforces,the turbulent stresses,
+ b,.?,.(cos
0)}(r - «D + F(0)
the nonenear inertia terms, and terms ineorporat•g the effects of mefidional and vertical whereR = R•,, and
•mperature gradient.
The bounda• conditionsusedare ½e simplest
possiblein form in order to reducethe weight
of numefieMwork; ½ey are

g,h
5 R sin0cos0{bo
(2•)

0r'- 2R..cos
ov+ 0aK,,,/T•= 0 (28)
To obtain an estimate of the manner in which

a=v=

e=

o on r=

0

(25)

I

(26)

and

-0

on •'=

A better form of prescribedconditionsat the
surface•' = 0 wouldbe givenby

the effectof the nonlineartermsentersthe flow,
as the angularvelocity 9 is assumedto increase
from zero, we look for a solutionof (27) and (28)
in the form of an ascendingseriesin the parameter R; later it is found that substitutionof the
value of the earth's angular velocity for 9
fortunately leads to reasonably quick convergenceof the seriessolutionfor the meridional
circulation over a substantialpart of the atmosphere. We write

that is, Reynoldsstressesvery near the surface
(29)
are proportionalto squaresof velocities,• being u = Uo+ Ru• + R'u, + R•u•+ ...
known empirically. However, this form compli- v = Vo+ Rv• + R"v, + R%, +...
(a0)
cates the solution very considerably,and, in
a first approach,the simplerform (25) has been and
taken in obtMning a first solution of (23) and
(24). Boundary conditionsat the tropopausefor
a general circulation type of problem are not of Substituting (29), (30), and (al) into (27) and
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(28),andequating
the coefficients
of R, R'-,etc.,
we obtainthe followingsystemof equations'

1

foVo
d•'= 0

O2uo

o• - o

leadsto the expression

(3•)

0•'"-- 2•-• cos
Ovo
-- •g•a"K••-• (33)
o• - . •

•o•o•

\ 16'+'
1-•)
•'"

(34)

2•

in general

O"u•

Rz•

•en

of• - • •, cos
0•_•

(40)

•s is plo•edas a function
of • and O,

(35) we find a meridionMcirculationin •he form of a

singleHadley cell, whichis directed•oward•he
sou•h in lower altitudes and •oward •he north

and also

a• higher altitudes.

O"vo
_

0•" --[• P"(cøs
0)
•D]

•

Substitutionof •he v0 expression
and •he
empirical•empera•ure
form (20), wi•h • = •
•o simpfify•he resultingpolynomials,
in•o (33)

•m•) CO•

and integration •hen leads•o

0• + 2 cos
OUo
= -• K• V cotOUoU•
+ F•

(•)

•

5•• +

•2•2

0• + 2 cos
Ou•

+ b.'1•4 144{ 720 5•0

• --•Km•2]
co•O(u•
• • 2UoU.

+015(,
'
•K•a K• )
Thisis the dominating
•ermif 9 is verysmall

- x••hg • ]sh0cos0{bo
+ o.(co• 0)] • (•-

•" + •.,

and on cMcul•tiongives•n easterly
flowat low
latitudesand westerlyelsewhere.
Integrationof

(3s) (38) then yieldsthe next •erm in the meridional

•203

•,+
= -•••/co•
• cos
Ou•00•.+ ,•o•,•)
+ y• (3•)

and so on.

The associated
boundaryconditionsare Uo=
vo= 0 at • = 0, sinceu = v = 0 independently
of R, and similarlyOuo/O•= Ovo/O•= 0 at
• = 1. Equation32 givesimmediatelyUo = 0
and,hence,using(37), v• = 0; similarly,u• = 0

seriesexpansion,

v2 4] K•.

,, d

ß{a. X •0-"•.•s9• + •.042•"- 0.868•ø
+ 0.•98f) + b"X •0-4(-s.208•
+ 3.472•*-- 2.315•ø

+ o.248r•-

o.o28rø)}

and v• = 0, etc. The zero value for Uo showsof

coursethat at • = 0 the circulation
is entirely
meridionM.Integrationof equation36 together
with an app•cation of the condition

'coO( 0
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'cøs•
• -• + •

•o+ •

- •[••/co• • • •ot•

•(•o••9

ß[a•• • 10-•(-a.21• + •.•
% 11.39•1ø- 3.9•

- 1•.0• •

% 0.•3• •) % 2a•b•

+
X 2.6•
lO-•(-•.2•
•ø- 0.26•
+ TM
2.•8•
_ o.a•
• - 4.•2•"
•

• 0.11•• _ 0.01•TM)
• b•• • 10-•(-- 0.46•
+ o.86•• - 1.•4•"• o.•4• •ø• o.18•TM
_ o.1• 1• + o.o2•• + o.o•)]

IN

(
'-•+c

• + •
3

t

+

.cos. 0 •

o
P•(cos

(- 6.2•
0)[
a•x 10-•

+ O.04rø- 8.08r* + a.s•r •

- o.ssrø)+ ,• x •o-•(-2.88r + 2.82rø
- 2.•sr* + o.o2r• + o.10rø
- o.•orTM+ o.o•r•)]
(42)
where F•(O) is obtained by substituting (42)
into the condition
1
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un and v, illustrate clearly the dependenceof the
mean flow on the Reynolds stresscomponents,
but the choice of appropriate numerical values
of the associatedturbulence parameters Kin,,
Kz,, and k is of coursea fundamentaldifficulty.
We have taken the value 106 cm' sec-• for K•,
since this was approximately the value suggestedby Tucker [1960]. If we take the same
value for Kin, and the associated k value from

Tucker's values of u•v•, the meridional velocity
componentsare of much smallermagnitudethan
observed values, and a calculated Hadley cell
extendingfrom the equator to the pole is produced. However, sincethe large-scaleturbulence
in the main body of the troposphereis generated
by the temperature gradient between equator
and pole, it seemsreasonableto supposethat
the eddy viscositycoefficientis of very much
greatermagnitudein the directionof this gradient
than

-- •]g,h
•]sin0cos
O(bo
• b•P.(cos
0))

GEOPHYSICS

in the

zonal

direction.

No

observational

data are available to support this suggestion,
but we find that a fairly realistic meridional
cellular structure is calculated if we substitute
into the series solution a numerical value for

Kin, of about 109 cm' sec-• together with the
associated
k value whichproduces.
valuesof u•v•
in rough correspondence
with those given by
Tucker.

The form of the v, terms becomes

rapidly more complex as n increases,but fortunately it is only necessaryto calculate v0, vz,
and v4, since the v4 values are considerably
smaller than the v• values except in very high
latitudes.

The valuescorresponding
to • - 1• and• - 1
are shown
TABLE

1.

in

Table

Calculated

1. The
Values

breakdown
of

Mean

of a
Annual

Meridional Velocity
Velocities in centimeters per second; positive
indicatesnortherlies; K,• = 106cm2sec-•; K,,, - 109
cm2 sec-•; X -- 1.21 X 1017in cm sec øC units.

Substituting (42) into (35), with n = 3, gives
I-=«

the next term in the series for zonal velocity,

and the procedurehas been repeatedto obtain
expressions
for ua and v•. They are si•lar in
structure to (42) but very much longer; if it is
assumedthat K•. = K. they containa dominant
term and tractable expressions
can be obtained
for u•, v0,and m, but if (Km./K.) is sig•fieantly
greater than 1 the procedure becomestoo
cumbersome and breaks down.

5. Discussiono[ numericalresults. The form
of the equationsand expressions
for successive

Observed

Colatitude (Tucker)
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

--25
--14
+28
+19
0
--35
--3

Caleu-

Observed

Caleu-

lated

(Tucker)

lated

--1
+5
+9
+8
-t-7
+6
-!-3

+5
--3
+11
+10
--30
--58
--48

+1
+4
--15
--26
--31
--27
--16
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single Hadley cell is clearly marked at about
latitude 55ø, and during the calculationit was
interesting to note that if k is decreasedthere
is a tendencyfor the circulationto degenerate
into a singlecell, whereasan increasein k moves
to lower latitudesthe calculatedpoint of breakdown into a secondcell. This suggests,as we
might expect, that the Reynolds stress corn..

OAKES

values correspondingfairly well with observed
values,includingthe changefrom the westerlies
of mid-latitudes to the easterlies of low latitudes.

Unfortunately,however,the convergence
of the
u seriesis very slow for the valuesof Ks, and k
based on observed estimates of stresses and

velocity gradients and the value of Kin, which
leads to fairly realistic meridional circulation.

ponentu•v' is a crucialfactor in shapingthe

The numericalevaluationusinga deskcalculator
becomesquite impossible,owingto the rapidly
From equation28 we seethat u•, v2,... , depend increasingcomplexityof the successive
un as n
on (O/OO)(u'v'); this changessignat about45ø increases,but it is hoped to overcome this
latitude, and sinceit makesa major contribution difficulty by obtaining the use of an electronic
structure of the meridional cellular circulation.

to v (and probably u) a reversal in sign of v
takes place (at a value of 0 that dependsin our
calculationon the value selectedfor k) and so
producesa doublecell systeminsteadof a system
that is a simpleHadley cell in the absenceof u'v'.

computer.

Finally, we note that the calculatedmeridional

cellular circulation is sufficiently realistic to
consideralso a solutionof the thermodynamic
aswellasthe dynamicequations
by constructing,
The K,•/Ks, value is also found to influence as in this paper, seriesrepresentations
of the
the point of cellular division.
velocity componentsin powers of • each
We have selected the terms in the resultant
coefficientbeing a seriesin powersof AT, the
expression
for v that depend
on •'v' andthose differencein meantemperaturebetweenequator
that depend on the nonlinear terms. We find and pole.

that the contribution of these u'v' terms to the

resultant v value is about 20 per cent at 20ø
latitude, 10 per cent at 40ø, and 50 per cent at
60ø; the contribution of nonlinear terms is about
2 per cent at 20ø latitude, 5 per cent at 40ø,
and 10 per cent at 60ø.
It has also been found possible to obtain
sufficiently rapid convergenceof the u series
from latitude 10ø to 40ø using Kin,Ks, 2 X

107 cm" sec-•, and we find calculated u
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